Debajo un botón

…

Row 5: K1, M1, K3, M1, K1

Version D
3-19-14

Row 7 (small and large): K1, M1, K5, M1, K1
Row 9 (sm): K4, M1, K5 (mirror for 2nd earflap)

THREE SIZES:

NOTIONS:

Teo
Hat

Newborn fits a 15”/38cm head
Small fits a 20”/50.5cm head
Large fits a 22”/56 cm head
Circular needles: 8.0 mm/US11, 16”
Double pointed needles: 8.0 mm/US 11
Stitch marker, yarn needle

GAUGE:

9sts=4” in garter stitch

YARN:

1 ball of Rowan’s Big Wool

NOTES:
M1: make one by placing a backwards loop on the
needle as shown in the pictures

Row 9 (lg): K1, M1, K7, M1, K1
Row 7 (NB)/11 (sm+lg): Knit all sts
Cut yarn and leave on DPN. 7 (10,11)sts
Body:
On circular needles, CO 4(5,5) sts and go on to knit
all sts on first earflap; CO 7(12,14)sts, knit all sts on
second earflap; CO 4(6,6) sts. (CO sts will be knitted
next round)

Work 3(5,7) more rows back and forth in garter
stitch. 29(43,47sts).
With right side on the outside, place marker and join
by knitting together first and last sts. Knit 10 rounds in
stockinette st. 28(42,46)sts.
Shaping:
For NB size skip to 7th round (even rnds k all sts.)
1st round (sm+lg): remove marker, K4(5), replace
marker, K2tog, K(29,31), K2tog, K(5,6). +K4(5) more
sts to new marker position.
2nd round and all even rounds (sm+lg): K all sts

After working cuff, hat is worked in the round. As
stitches are decreased and no longer fit on circular
needles, divide them among DPNs to complete.

3rd round (sm+lg): *K2tog, K8(9)*repeat across all sts
5th round (sm+lg): *K2tog, K7(8)*repeat

TO ATTACH EARFLAPS: Use a sturdy cast-on, like the
cable cast-on. Hold together working yarn and
strand left on earflap and knit the first st using both,
knit remaining stitches with working yarn only.

7th round: *K2tog, K6(6,7)*repeat

I-CORD: place last 4sts on DPN with the yarn tail on
the left. From that position, pull yarn firmly across the
back and knit the 4sts as you normally would.
Without turning the work, slide the sts back to the
right. Repeat.

13th round: *K2tog, K3(3,4)*repeat

HAT
Earflaps (make two):
Leaving an 8” yarn tail, CO 2sts.
Row 1: K1, M1, K1
Row 2 and all even rows: Knit all stitches
Row 3: K1, M1, K1, M1, K1

9th round: *K2tog, K5(5,6)*repeat
11th round: *K2tog, K4(4,5)*repeat
15th round: *K2tog, K2(2,3)*repeat
17th round: *K2tog, K1(1,2)*repeat
19th round: *K2tog (K2tog; K2tog,K1)*repeat
21st round (lg only): *K2tog*repeat
After rnd 20th (22nd) Knit 3 rounds of i-cord with the
last 4 sts. Cut yarn and, using yarn needle, thread it
through all sts and secure on the inside of the hat.
Seam the back of the cuff and weave in all ends.
Cut two 16” (40cm) lengths of yarn and thread
each one through the bottom of the earflaps. Braid
along with the tail already there for the ties. Knot.

Pattern for personal use only. Please do not sell items made from this pattern.
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